Situation here: Problem generator PG generates instances I : S → Q + 0 that differ due to noise; no knowledge about PG or the type of the noise Goal: Given I 1 , I 2 generated by PG, find a solution that is likely to be good for other instances from PG Approach:
• For each instance I, consider its ρ-approximation set
• Finding the "right" ρ * is nontrivial ; Use ρ * that maximizes the Similarity of I 1 and I 2 ,
Robust Routing in Urban Public Transportation
Given: Public transportation network with a planned timetable, "observed timetables" of past few days, origin s, destination t, latest allowed arrival time t A Goal: Recommend an st-journey that is robust against (observed) "typical" delays, i.e., that likely reaches t at time t A at the latest. 
